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ABSTRACT
This monograph covers some recent advances in a range of acceleration techniques frequently used in convex optimization.
We first use quadratic optimization problems to introduce
two key families of methods, namely momentum and nested
optimization schemes. They coincide in the quadratic case
to form the Chebyshev method.
We discuss momentum methods in detail, starting with
the seminal work of Nesterov [1] and structure convergence
proofs using a few master templates, such as that for optimized gradient methods, which provide the key benefit
of showing how momentum methods optimize convergence
guarantees. We further cover proximal acceleration, at the
heart of the Catalyst and Accelerated Hybrid Proximal Extragradient frameworks, using similar algorithmic patterns.
Common acceleration techniques rely directly on the knowledge of some of the regularity parameters in the problem at
hand. We conclude by discussing restart schemes, a set of
simple techniques for reaching nearly optimal convergence
rates while adapting to unobserved regularity parameters.

Alexandre d’Aspremont, Damien Scieur and Adrien Taylor (2021), “Acceleration
Methods”, Foundations and Trends® in Optimization: Vol. 5, No. 1-2, pp 1–245. DOI:
10.1561/2400000036.
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1
Introduction

Optimization methods are a core component of the modern numerical
toolkit. In many cases, iterative algorithms for solving convex optimization problems have reached a level of efficiency and reliability
comparable to that of advanced linear algebra routines. This is largely
true for medium scale-problems where interior point methods reign
supreme, but less so for large-scale problems where the complexity of
first-order methods is not as well understood and efficiency remains a
concern.
The situation has improved markedly in recent years, driven in
particular by the emergence of a number of applications in statistics,
machine learning, and signal processing. Building on Nesterov’s pathbreaking algorithm from the 80’s, several accelerated methods and
numerical schemes have been developed that both improve the efficiency
of optimization algorithms and refine their complexity bounds. Our
objective in this monograph is to cover these recent developments using
a few master templates.
The methods described in this manuscript can be arranged in roughly
two categories. The first, stemming from the work of Nesterov [1],
produces variants of the gradient method with accelerated worst-case

2
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convergence rates that are provably optimal under classical regularity
assumptions. The second uses outer iteration (a.k.a. nested) schemes to
speed up convergence. In this second setting, accelerated schemes run
both an inner loop and an outer loop, with the inner iterations being
solved by classical optimization methods, and the outer loop containing
the acceleration mechanism.
Direct acceleration techniques. Ever since the original algorithm by
Nesterov [1], the acceleration phenomenon was regarded as somewhat of
a mystery. While accelerated gradient methods can be seen as iteratively
building a model for the function and using it to guide gradient computations, the argument is essentially algebraic and is simply an effective
exploitation of regularity assumptions. This approach of collecting inequalities induced by regularity assumptions and cleverly chaining them
to prove convergence was also used in e.g., [2], to produce an optimal
proximal gradient method. There too, however, the proof yielded little
evidence as to why the method is actually faster.
Fortunately, we are now better equipped to push the proof mechanisms much further. Recent advances in the programmatic design of
optimization algorithms allow us to design and analyze algorithms by
following a more principled approach. In particular, the performance
estimation approach, pioneered by Drori and Teboulle [3], can be used to
design optimal methods from scratch, selecting algorithmic parameters
to optimize worst-case performance guarantees [3], [4]. Primal dual
optimality conditions on the design problem then provide a blueprint
for the accelerated algorithm structure and for its convergence proof.
Using this framework, acceleration is no longer a mystery: it is the
main objective in the design of the algorithm. We recover the usual
“soup of regularity inequalities” that forms the template of classical
convergence proofs, but the optimality conditions of the design problem
explicitly produce a method that optimizes the convergence guarantee.
In this monograph, we cover accelerated first-order methods using this
systematic template and describe a number of convergence proofs for
classical variants of the accelerated gradient method, such as those of
Nesterov (1983, 2003), Beck and Teboulle [2] and Tseng [6] as well as
more recent ones [4].
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Nested acceleration schemes. The second category of acceleration
techniques that we cover in this monograph is composed of outer iteration schemes, in which classical optimization algorithms are used
as a black-box in the inner loop and acceleration is produced by an
argument in the outer loop. We describe three acceleration results of
this type.
The first scheme is based on nonlinear acceleration techniques. Based
on arguments dating back to [7]–[9], these techniques use a weighted
average of iterates to extrapolate a better candidate solution than the
last iterate. We begin by describing the Chebyshev method for solving
quadratic problems, which interestingly qualifies both as a gradient
method and as an outer iteration scheme. It takes its name from the use
of Chebyshev polynomial coefficients to approximately minimize the
gradient at the extrapolated solution. The argument can be extended
to non-quadratic optimization problems provided the extrapolation
procedure is regularized.
The second scheme, due to [10]–[12] relies on a conceptual accelerated proximal point algorithm, and uses classical iterative methods to
approximate the proximal point in an inner loop. In particular, this
framework produces accelerated gradient methods (in the same sense
as Nesterov’s acceleration) when the approximate proximal points are
computed using linearly converging gradient-based optimization methods, taking advantage of the fact that the inner problems are always
strongly convex.
Finally, we describe restart schemes. These techniques exploit regularity properties called Hölderian error bounds, which extend strong
convexity properties near the optimum and hold almost generically,
to improve the convergence rates of most first-order methods. The
parameters of the Hölderian error bounds are usually unknown, but the
restart schemes are robust: that is, they are adaptive to the Hölderian
parameters and their empirical performance is excellent on problems
with reasonable precision targets.
Content and organization. We present a few convergence acceleration
techniques that are particularly relevant in the context of (first-order)
convex optimization. Our summary includes our own points of view on
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the topic and is focused on techniques that have received substantial
attention since the early 2000’s, although some of the underlying ideas
are much older. We do not pretend to be exhaustive, and we are aware
that valuable references might not appear below.
The sections can be read nearly independently. However, we believe the insights of some sections can benefit the understanding of
others. In particular, Chebyshev acceleration (Section 2) and nonlinear
acceleration (Section 3) are clearly complementary readings. Similarly,
Chebyshev acceleration (Section 2) and Nesterov acceleration (Section 4), Nesterov acceleration (Section 4) and proximal acceleration
(Section 5), as well as Nesterov acceleration (Section 4) and restart
schemes (Section 6) certainly belong together.
Prerequisites and complementary readings. This monograph is not
meant to be a general-purpose manuscript on convex optimization, for
which we refer the reader to the now classical references [13]–[15]. Other
directly related references are provided in the text.
We assume the reader to have a working knowledge of base linear
algebra and convex analysis (such as of subdifferentials), as we do
not detail the corresponding technical details while building on them.
Classical references on the latter include [16]–[18].
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Restart Schemes

threshold. We have, the following proposition directly linking the null
space property and the Hölderian error bound (HEB).
Proposition 6.1. Given a coding matrix A ∈ Rn×p satisfying (NSP) at
order s with constant α ≥ 1, if the original signal x⋆ is s-sparse, then
for any x ∈ Rp satisfying Ax = b, x ̸= x⋆ , we have
∥x∥1 − ∥x⋆ ∥1 >

α−1
∥x − x⋆ ∥1 .
α+1

(6.29)

This implies signal recovery, i.e. optimality of x⋆ for (ℓ1 recovery) and
the Hölderian error bound (HEB) with µ = α−1
α+1 .
6.9

Notes and References

The optimal complexity bounds and exponential restart schemes detailed here can be traced back to [242]. Restart schemes were extensively
benchmarked in the numerical toolbox TFOCS by [114], with a particular focus on compressed sensing applications. The robustness result
showing that a log scale grid search produces near optimal complexity
bounds is due to [116].
Restart schemes based on the gradient norm as a termination criterion also reach nearly optimal complexity bounds and adapt to strong
convexity [80] or HEB parameters [252].
Hölderian error bounds for analytic functions can be traced back
to the work of Lojasiewicz [253]. They were extended to much broader
classes of functions by [241], [254]. Several examples of problems in signal
processing where this condition holds can be found in, e.g., [248], [255].
Calculus rules for the exponent are discussed in details in, e.g., [244].
Restarting is also helpful in the stochastic setting, with [256] showing
recently that stochastic algorithms with geometric step decay converge
linearly on functions satisfying Hölderian error bounds. This validates
a classical empirical acceleration trick, which is to restarts every few
epochs after adjusting the step size (aka the learning rate in machine
learning terminology).
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A
Useful Inequalities

In this appendix, we prove basic inequalities involving smooth strongly
convex functions. Most of these inequalities are not used in our developments. Nevertheless, we believe they are useful for gaining intuition
about smooth strongly convex of functions, as well as for comparisons
with the literature.
Also note that these inequalities can be considered standard (see,
e.g., [5, Theorem 2.1.5].
A.1

Smoothness and Strong Convexity in Euclidean spaces

In this section, we consider a Euclidean setting, where ∥x∥22 = ⟨x; x⟩
and ⟨.; .⟩ : Rd × Rd → R is a dot product.
The following theorem summarizes known inequalities that characterize the class of smooth convex functions. Note that these characterizations of f ∈ F0,L are all equivalent assuming that f ∈ F0,∞ since
convexity is not implied by some of the points below. In particular, (i),
(ii), (v), (vi), and (vii) do not encode the convexity of f when taken on
their own, whereas (iii) and (iv) encode both smoothness and convexity.

176
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Theorem A.1. Let f : Rd → R be a differentiable convex function. The
following statements are equivalent for inclusion in F0,L .
(i) ∇f satisfies a Lipschitz condition: for all x, y ∈ Rd ,
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥2 ≤ L∥x − y∥2 .
(ii) f is upper bounded by quadratic functions: for all x, y ∈ Rd ,
f (x) ≤ f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ +

L
∥x − y∥22 .
2

(iii) f satisfies, for all x, y ∈ Rd ,
f (x) ≥ f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ +

1
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥22 .
2L

(iv) ∇f is cocoercive: for all x, y ∈ Rd ,
⟨∇f (x) − ∇f (y); x − y⟩ ≥

1
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥22 .
L

(v) ∇f satisfies, for all x, y ∈ Rd ,
⟨∇f (x) − ∇f (y); x − y⟩ ≤ L∥x − y∥22 .
(vi)

L
2
2 ∥x∥2

− f (x) is convex.

(vii) f satisfies, for all λ ∈ [0, 1],
L
f (λx + (1 − λ)y) ≥ λf (x) + (1 − λ)f (y) − λ(1 − λ) ∥x − y∥22 .
2
Proof. We start with (i)⇒(ii). We use the first-order expansion
Z

f (y) = f (x) +

1

⟨∇f (x + τ (y − x)); y − x⟩dτ.

0

The quadratic upper bound then follows from algebraic manipulations
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and from upper bounding the integral term:
f (y) = f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩
Z

1

⟨∇f (x + τ (y − x)) − ∇f (x); y − x⟩dτ

+
0

≤ f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩
Z

+

1

∥∇f (x + τ (y − x)) − ∇f (x)∥2 ∥y − x∥2 dτ

0

≤ f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩ + L∥x −
= f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩ +

y∥22

Z

1

τ dτ
0

L
∥x − y∥22 .
2

We proceed with (ii)⇒(iii). The idea is to require the quadratic
upper bound to be everywhere above the linear lower bound arising
from the convexity of f . That is, for all x, y, z ∈ Rd ,
f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); z − y⟩ ≤ f (z) ≤ f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); z − x⟩ +

L
∥x − z∥22 .
2

In other words, for all z ∈ Rd , we must have
f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); z − y⟩ ≤ f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); z − x⟩ +

L
∥x − z∥22
2

L
∥x − z∥22 ≤ 0
2
L
⇔ f (y) − f (x) + max⟨∇f (y); z − y⟩ − ⟨∇f (x); z − x⟩ − ∥x − z∥22 ≤ 0
d
2
z∈R
1
⇔ f (y) − f (x) + ⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ +
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥22 ≤ 0,
2L
⇔ f (y) − f (x) + ⟨∇f (y); z − y⟩ − ⟨∇f (x); z − x⟩ −

where the last line follows from the explicit maximization on z. That is,
we pick z = x − L1 (∇f (x) − ∇f (y)) and reach the desired result after
base algebraic manipulations.
We continue with (iii)⇒(iv), which simply follows from adding
1
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥22
2L
1
f (y) ≥ f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩ +
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥22 .
2L

f (x) ≥ f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ +
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To obtain (iv)⇒(i), one can use Cauchy-Schwartz:
1
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥22 ≤⟨∇f (x) − ∇f (y); x − y⟩
L
≤∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥2 ∥x − y∥2 ,
which allows us to conclude that ∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥2 ≤ L∥x − y∥2 , thus
reaching the final statement.
To obtain (ii)⇒(v), we simply add
L
∥x − y∥22
2
L
f (y) ≤ f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩ + ∥x − y∥22
2

f (x) ≤ f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ +

and reorganize the resulting inequality.
To obtain (v)⇒(ii), we again use a first-order expansion:
Z

f (y) = f (x) +

1

⟨∇f (x + τ (y − x)); y − x⟩dτ.

0

The quadratic upper bound then follows from algebraic manipulations
and from upper bounding the integral term. (We use the intermediate
variable zτ = x + τ (y − x) for convenience)
f (y) = f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩
Z

+

1

⟨∇f (x + τ (y − x)) − ∇f (x); y − x⟩dτ

0

= f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩ +

Z

1

0

≤ f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩ +

Z
0

1

1
⟨∇f (zτ ) − ∇f (x); zτ − x⟩dτ
τ
L
∥zτ − x∥22 dτ
τ

= f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩ + L∥x −
= f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩ +

y∥22

Z

1

τ dτ
0

L
∥x − y∥22 .
2

For the equivalence (vi)⇔(ii), simply define h(x) = L2 ∥x∥22 − f (x)
(and hence ∇h(x) = Lx − ∇f (x)) and observe that for all x, y ∈ Rd ,
L
h(x) ≥ h(y)+⟨∇h(y); x−y⟩ ⇔ f (x) ≤ f (y)+⟨∇f (y); x−y⟩+ ∥x−y∥22 ,
2
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which follows from base algebraic manipulations.
Finally, the equivalence (vi)⇔(vii) follows the same h(x) = L2 ∥x∥22 −
f (x) (and hence ∇h(x) = Lx − ∇f (x)) and the observation that for all
x, y ∈ Rd and λ ∈ [0, 1], we have
h(λx + (1 − λ)y) ≤ λh(x) + (1 − λ)h(y)
⇔
L
f (λx + (1 − λ)y) ≥ λf (x) + (1 − λ)f (y) − λ(1 − λ) ∥x − y∥22 ,
2
which follows from base algebraic manipulations.
■
To obtain the corresponding inequalities in the strongly convex
case, one can rely on Fenchel conjugation between smoothness and
strong convexity; see, for example, [17, Proposition 12.6]. The following
inequalities are stated without proofs; they can be obtained either as
direct consequences of the definitions or from Fenchel conjugation along
with the statements of Theorem A.1.
Theorem A.2. Let f : Rd → R be a closed convex proper function. The
following statements are equivalent for inclusion in Fµ,L .
(i) ∇f satisfies a Lipschitz and an inverse Lipschitz condition: for all
x, y ∈ Rd ,
µ∥x − y∥2 ≤ ∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥2 ≤ L∥x − y∥2 .
(ii) f is lower and upper bounded by quadratic functions: for all
x, y ∈ Rd ,
µ
f (y)+⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ + ∥x − y∥22
2
L
≤ f (x) ≤ f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ + ∥x − y∥22 .
2
(iii) f satisfies, for all x, y ∈ Rd ,
f (y)+⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ +

1
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥22
2L

≤ f (x) ≤
f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ +

1
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥22 .
2µ
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(iv) ∇f satisfies, for all x, y ∈ Rd ,
1
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥22
L
≤ ⟨∇f (x) − ∇f (y); x − y⟩ ≤

1
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥22 .
µ

(v) ∇f satisfies, for all x, y ∈ Rd ,
µ∥x − y∥22 ≤ ⟨∇f (x) − ∇f (y); x − y⟩ ≤ L∥x − y∥22 .
(vi) For all λ ∈ [0, 1],
L
λf (x)+(1 − λ)f (y) − λ(1 − λ) ∥x − y∥22
2
≤ f (λx + (1 − λ)y) ≤
µ
λf (x)+(1 − λ)f (y) − λ(1 − λ) ∥x − y∥22 .
2
(vii) f (x) − µ2 ∥x∥22 and

L
2
2 ∥x∥2

− f (x) are convex and (L − µ)-smooth.

Finally, we mention that the existence of an inequality that allows
us to encode both smoothness and strong convexity together. This
inequality is also known as an interpolation inequality [210], and it
turns out to be particularly useful for proving worst-case guarantees.
Theorem A.3. Let f : Rd → R be a differentiable function. f is Lsmooth µ-strongly convex if and only if
1
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥22
2L
µ
1
+
∥x − y − (∇f (x) − ∇f (y))∥22 .
2(1 − µ/L)
L

f (x) ≥ f (y)+⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ +

(A.1)

Proof. (f ∈ Fµ,L ⇒ (A.1)) The idea is to require the quadratic upper
bound from smoothness to be everywhere above the quadratic lower
bound arising from strong convexity. That is, for all x, y, z ∈ Rd
µ
f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); z − y⟩ + ∥z − y∥22 ≤ f (z) ≤f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); z − x⟩
2
L
+ ∥x − z∥22 .
2
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In other words, for all z ∈ Rd , we must have
µ
∥z − y∥22 ≤ f (x)
2
L
+ ⟨∇f (x); z − x⟩ + ∥x − z∥22
2
µ
⇔f (y) − f (x) + ⟨∇f (y); z − y⟩ + ∥z − y∥22 − ⟨∇f (x); z − x⟩
2
L
2
− ∥x − z∥2 ≤ 0
2

µ
⇔f (y) − f (x) + max ⟨∇f (y); z − y⟩ + ∥z − y∥22
2
z∈Rd

L
− ⟨∇f (x); z − x⟩ − ∥x − z∥22 ≤ 0
2

f (y)+⟨∇f (y); z − y⟩ +

1
explicit maximization over z. That is, picking z = Lx−µy
L−µ − L−µ (∇f (x)−
∇f (y)) allows the desired inequality to be reached by base algebraic
manipulations.
((A.1)⇒ f ∈ Fµ,L ) f ∈ F0,L is direct by observing that (A.1) is
stronger than Theorem A.1(iii); f ∈ Fµ,L is then direct by reformulating (A.1) as

f (x) ≥ f (y)+⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ +
+

µ
∥x − y∥22
2

1
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y) − µ(x − y)∥22 ,
2L(1 − µ/L)

which is stronger than f (x) ≥ f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ + µ2 ∥x − y∥22 .

■

Remark A.1. It is crucial to recall that some of the inequalities above
are only valid when dom f = Rd —in particular, this holds for Theorem A.1(iii & iv), Theorem A.2(iii&iv), and Theorem A.3. We refer
to [90] for an illustration that some inequalities are not valid when
restricted on some dom f ̸= Rd . Most standard inequalities, however,
do hold even in the case of restricted domains, as established in, e.g., [5].
Some other inequalities, such as Theorem A.1(iv) and Theorem A.2(iv),
do hold under the additional assumption of twice continuous differentiability(see, for example, [257]).
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Smoothness for General Norms and Restricted Sets

In this section, we show that requiring a Lipschitz condition on ∇f , on
a convex set C ⊆ Rd , implies a quadratic upper bound on f . That is,
requiring that for all x, y ∈ C,
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥∗ ≤ L∥x − y∥,
where ∥.∥ is some norm and ∥.∥∗ is the corresponding dual norm, implies
a quadratic upper bound ∀x, y ∈ C:
L
f (x) ≤ f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ + ∥x − y∥2 .
2
Theorem A.4. Let f : Rd → R ∪ {+∞} be continuously differentiable
on some open convex set C ⊆ Rd , and let it satisfy a Lipschitz condition
∥∇f (x) − ∇f (y)∥∗ ≤ L∥x − y∥,
for all x, y ∈ C. Then, it holds that
f (x) ≤ f (y) + ⟨∇f (y); x − y⟩ +

L
∥x − y∥2 ,
2

for all x, y ∈ C.
Proof. The desired result is obtained from a first-order expansion:
Z

f (y) = f (x) +

1

⟨∇f (x + τ (y − x)); y − x⟩dτ.

0

The quadratic upper bound then follows from algebraic manipulations
and from upper bounding the integral term
f (y) = f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩
Z

1

⟨∇f (x + τ (y − x)) − ∇f (x); y − x⟩dτ

+
0

≤ f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩
Z

+

1

∥∇f (x + τ (y − x)) − ∇f (x)∥∗ ∥y − x∥dτ

0

≤ f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩ + L∥x − y∥

2

Z

1

τ dτ
0

= f (x) + ⟨∇f (x); y − x⟩ +

L
∥x − y∥2 .
2
■
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B.1
B.1.1

Relations between Acceleration Methods
Optimized Gradient Method: Forms I & II

In this short section, we show that Algorithm 9 and Algorithm 10 generate the same sequence {yk }k . A direct consequence of this statement is
that the sequences {xk }k also match, as in both cases they are generated
from simple gradient steps on {yk }k .
For this purpose we show that Algorithm 10 is a reformulation of
Algorithm 9.
Proposition B.1. The sequence {yk }k generated by Algorithm 9 is equal
to that generated by Algorithm 10.
Proof. We first observe that the sequences are initiated the same way
in both formulations of the OGM. Furthermore, consider one iteration
of the OGM in form I:
yk =

1−

1

!

θk,N

xk +

1
θk,N

zk .

Therefore, we clearly have zk = θk,N yk + (1 − θk,N )xk . At the next
184
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iteration, we have
yk+1 = 1 −
= 1−

1

!

xk+1 +

θk+1,N
1

1
θk+1,N



2θk,N
∇f (yk )
zk −
L



!

xk+1
θk+1,N


2θk,N
1
+
θk,N yk + (1 − θk,N )xk −
∇f (yk ) ,
θk+1,N
L

where we substituted zk by its equivalent expression from the previous
iteration. Now, by noting that − L1 ∇f (yk ) = xk+1 − yk , we reach
θk+1,N − 1
1
xk+1 +
((1 − θk,N )xk + 2θk,N xk+1 − θk,N yk )
θk+1,N
θk+1,N
θk,N − 1
θk,N
= xk+1 +
(xk+1 − xk ) +
(xk+1 − yk ),
θk+1,N
θk+1,N

yk+1 =

where we reorganized the terms to achieve the same format as in
Algorithm 10.
■
B.1.2

Nesterov’s Method: Forms I, II, and III

Proposition B.2. The two sequences {xk }k and {yk }k generated by
Algorithm 11 are equal to those generated by Algorithm 12.
Proof. In order to prove the result, we use the identities Ak+1 = a2k as
P
2
2
well as Ak = k−1
i=0 ai , and ak+1 = ak + ak+1 .
Given that the sequences {xk }k are obtained from gradient steps on
yk in both formulations, it is sufficient to prove that the sequences {yk }k
match. The equivalence is clear for k = 0, as both methods generate
y1 = x0 − L1 ∇f (x0 ). For k ≥ 0, from Algorithm 11, one can write
iteration k as


Ak
Ak
yk =
xk + 1 −
zk ,
Ak+1
Ak+1
and hence,
Ak+1
Ak+1
zk =
yk + 1 −
Ak+1 − Ak
Ak+1 − Ak


= ak yk + (1 − ak ) xk .



xk
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Substituting this expression in that for iteration k + 1, we reach
Ak+1
Ak+2 − Ak+1
Ak+1 − Ak
=
xk+1 +
zk −
∇f (yk )
Ak+2
Ak+2
L


ak
a2k
1
ak yk + (1 − ak ) xk − ∇f (yk )
= 2 xk+1 +
ak+1
L
ak+1


yk+1



1
a2k
(ak xk+1 + (1 − ak ) xk )
xk+1 +
2
ak+1
ak+1
ak − 1
=xk+1 +
(xk+1 − xk ),
ak+1
=

where we substituted the expression for zk and used previous identities
to reach the desired statement.
■
The same relationship holds with Algorithm 13, as provided by the
next proposition.
Proposition B.3. The three sequences {zk }k , {xk }k and {yk }k generated
by Algorithm 11 are equal to those generated by Algorithm 13.
Proof. Clearly, we have x0 = z0 = y0 in both methods. Let us assume
that the sequences match up to iteration k, that is, up to yk−1 , xk ,
and zk . Clearly, both yk and zk+1 are computed in the same way in
both methods. It remains to compare the update rules for xk+1 : in
Algorithm 13, we have
Ak
Ak
zk+1
xk + 1 −
=
Ak+1
Ak+1


Ak
Ak+1 − Ak
∇f (yk ),
= yk − 1 −
Ak+1
L


xk+1



where we used the update rule for zk+1 . Further simplifications, along
with the identity (Ak+1 − Ak )2 = Ak+1 allows us to arrive at
(Ak+1 − Ak )2
∇f (yk )
LAk+1
1
= yk − ∇f (yk ),
L

xk+1 = yk −

which is clearly the same update rule as that of Algorithm 11. Hence,
all sequences match and the desired statement is proved.
■
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Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient Method (Strongly Convex
Case): Forms I, II, and III

In this short section, we provide alternate, equivalent, formulations for
Algorithm 14.
Algorithm 28 Nesterov’s method, form II
Input: L-smooth µ-strongly convex function f and initial point x0 .
1: Initialize z0 = x0 ; q = µ/L, A0 = 0, and A1 = (1 − q)−1 .
2: for k = 0, . . . do p
3:
4:
5:
6:

2Ak+1 +1+

4Ak+1 +4qA2

+1

k+1
Ak+2 =
2(1−q)
xk+1 = yk − L1 ∇f (yk )
yk+1 = xk+1 + βk (xk+1 − xk )
(A
−Ak+1 )(Ak+1 (1−q)−Ak −1)
with βk = k+2
A
(2qA
+1)−qA2
k+2

k+1

k+1

end for
Output: Approximate solution xN .
7:

Proposition B.4. The two sequences {xk }k and {yk }k generated by
Algorithm 14 are equal to those generated by Algorithm 28.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can consider that a third sequence
zk is present in Algorithm 28 (although it is not computed).
Obviously, we have x0 = z0 = y0 in both methods. Let us assume
that the sequences match up to iteration k, that is, up to yk , xk , and
zk . Clearly, xk+1 is computed in the same way in both methods as a
gradient step from yk , and it remains to compare the update rules for
yk+1 . In Algorithm 14, we have
yk+1 =xk + (τk − τk+1 (τk − 1)(1 − qδk )) (zk − xk )
(δk − 1)τk+1 + 1
∇f (yk ),
L
whereas in Algorithm 14, we have
1 + βk
yk+1 = xk + (βk + 1)τk (zk − xk ) −
∇f (yk ).
L
By noting that βk = τk+1 (δk − 1), we see that the coefficients in front
of ∇f (yk ) match in both expressions. It remains to check that
−

(βk + 1)τk − (τk − τk+1 (τk − 1)(1 − qδk ))
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is identically 0 to reach the desired statement. By substituting βk =
τk+1 (δk − 1), this expression reduces to
τk+1 (δk (τk (1 − q) + q) − 1),
and we have to verify that (δk (τk (1 − q) + q) − 1) is zero. Substituting
and reworking this expression using the expressions for τk , and δk , we
arrive at


τk (Ak+1 − Ak )2 − Ak+1 − qA2k+1
= 0,
(Ak+1 − Ak )(1 + qAk+1 )
as we recognize that (Ak+1 − Ak )2 − Ak+1 − qA2k+1 = 0 (which is the
expression we used to select Ak+1 ).
■
Algorithm 29 Nesterov’s method, form III
Input: L-smooth µ-strongly convex function f and initial point x0 .
1: Initialize z0 = x0 and A0 = 0; q = µ/L.
2: for k = 0, . . . do √
3:

Ak+1 =

4:

set τk =

4Ak +4qA2k +1
2(1−q)
(Ak+1 −Ak )(1+qAk )
and
Ak+1 +2qAk Ak+1 −qA2k

2Ak +1+

δk =

Ak+1 −Ak
1+qAk+1

yk = xk + τk (zk − xk )
zk+1 = (1 − qδk )zk + qδk yk − δLk ∇f (yk )
k
k
7:
xk+1 = AAk+1
xk + (1 − AAk+1
)zk+1
8: end for
Output: Approximate solution xN .
5:

6:

Proposition B.5. The three sequences {zk }k , {xk }k , and {yk }k generated by Algorithm 14 are equal to those generated by Algorithm 29.
Proof. Clearly, we have x0 = z0 = y0 in both methods. Let us assume
that the sequences match up to iteration k, that is, up to yk−1 , xk , and
zk . Since yk and zk+1 are clearly computed in the same way in both
methods, we only have to verify that the update rules for xk+1 match.
In other words, we have to verify that
Ak
Ak
1
xk + (1 −
)zk+1 = yk − ∇f (yk ),
Ak+1
Ak+1
L
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which, using the update rules for zk+1 and yk , amounts to verifying that
−

(Ak+1 − Ak )2 − Ak+1 − qA2k+1
∇f (yk ) = 0.
LAk+1 (1 + qAk+1 )

This statement is true since we recognize (Ak+1 −Ak )2 −Ak+1 −qA2k+1 =
0 as the expression used to select Ak+1 .
■
B.2

Conjugate Gradient Method

Historically, Nesterov’s accelerated gradient method [1] was preceded by
a few other methods with optimal worst-case convergence rates O(N −2 )
for smooth convex minimization. However, the alternate schemes required the capability to optimize exactly over a few dimensions—planesearches were used in [164], [258] and line-searches were used in [259];
unfortunately these references are not available in English, and we refer
to [260] for related discussions.
In this vein, accelerated methods can be obtained through their links
with conjugate gradients (Algorithm 30), as a by-product of the worstcase analysis. In this section, we illustrate the absolute perfection of
the connection between the OGM and conjugate gradients is absolutely
perfect: an identical proof (achieving the lower bound) is valid for both
methods. The conjugate gradient (CG) method for solving quadratic
Algorithm 30 Conjugate gradient method
Input: L-smooth convex function f , initial point y0 , and budget N .
1: for k = 0, . . . , N − 1 do
2:
yk+1 = argminx {f (x) : x ∈ y0 + span{∇f (y0 ), . . . , ∇f (yk )}}
3: end for
Output: Approximate solution yN .
optimization problems is known to have an efficient form that does
not require span-searches (which are in general too expensive to be of
any practical interest); see, for example, [15]. Beyond quadratics, it is
generally not possible to reformulate the CG method in an efficient
way. However, it is possible to find other methods for which the same
worst-case analysis applies, and it turns out that the OGM is one of
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them—see [203] for details. Similarly, by slightly weakening the analysis
of the CG method, one can find other methods, such as Nesterov’s
accelerated gradient (see Remark B.1 below for more details).
More precisely, recall the previous definition for the sequence {θk,N }k ,
defined in (4.8):
θk+1,N =







p

2
4θk,N
+1
p 22
1+ 8θk,N +1
2

1+

if k ≤ N − 2
if k = N − 1.

As a result of the worst-case analysis presented below, all methods
satisfying
"

⟨∇f (yi ); yi −

1−

1

!

θi,N



yi−1 − L1 ∇f (yi−1 )



1 
+
y0 −
θi,N

2
L

i−1
X



(B.1)

#

θj,N ∇f (yj ) ⟩ ≤ 0

j=0

achieve the optimal worst-case complexity of smooth convex minimization that is provided by Theorem 4.7. On the one hand, the CG ensures
that this inequality holds thanks to its span-searches (which ensure the
orthogonality of successive search directions); that is,
⟨∇f (yi ); yi − yi−1 +

1
(yi−1 − y0 )⟩ = 0
θi,N

⟨∇f (yi ); ∇f (y0 )⟩ = 0
..
.
⟨∇f (yi ); ∇f (yi−1 )⟩ = 0.
On the other hand, the OGM enforces this inequality by using
yi =

1−

1
θi,N

!





1 
yi−1 − L1 ∇f (yi−1 ) +
y0 −
θi,N


2
L

i−1
X



θj,N ∇f (yj ) .

j=0

Optimized and Conjugate Gradient Methods: Worst-case Analyses
The worst-case analysis below relies on the same potentials used for the
optimized gradient method; see Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.5.
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Theorem B.1. Let f be an L-smooth convex function, N ∈ N and
some x⋆ ∈ argminx f (x). The iterates of the conjugate gradient method
(CG, Algorithm 30) and of all methods whose iterates are compliant
with (B.1) satisfy
f (yN ) − f (x⋆ ) ≤

L∥y0 − x⋆ ∥22
,
2
2θN,N

for all y0 ∈ Rd .
Proof. The result is obtained from the same potential as that used for
the OGM, obtained from further inequalities. That is, we first perform
a weighted sum of the following inequalities.
• Smoothness and convexity of f between yk−1 and yk with weight
2
λ1 = 2θk−1,N
:
0 ≥f (yk ) − f (yk−1 ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); yk−1 − yk ⟩
1
∥∇f (yk ) − ∇f (yk−1 )∥22 .
+
2L
• Smoothness and convexity of f between x⋆ and yk with weight
λ2 = 2θk,N :
0 ≥ f (yk ) − f (x⋆ ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); x⋆ − yk ⟩ +

1
∥∇f (yk )∥22 .
2L

2 :
• Search procedure to obtain yk , with weight λ3 = 2θk,N

"

0 ≥ ⟨∇f (yk ); yk −

1−

!

1
θk,N

where we used zk := y0 −

2
L



yk−1 −

Pk−1
j=0



1
L ∇f (yk−1 )

θj,N ∇f (yj ).

+

1
θk,N

#

zk ⟩,
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The weighted sum is a valid inequality:
0 ≥λ1 [f (yk ) − f (yk−1 ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); yk−1 − yk ⟩
1
+
∥∇f (yk ) − ∇f (yk−1 )∥22 ]
2L
+ λ2 [f (yk ) − f (x⋆ ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); x⋆ − yk ⟩ +
"

+ λ3 [⟨∇f (yk ); yk −

1−
+

!

1
θk,N

1
θk,N



1
∥∇f (yk )∥22 ]
2L

yk−1 − L1 ∇f (yk−1 )



#

zk ⟩].

Substituting zk+1 , the previous inequality can be reformulated exactly
as


1
L
2
0 ≥2θk,N
f (yk ) − f⋆ −
∥∇f (yk )∥22 + ∥zk+1 − x⋆ ∥22
2L
2


1
L
2
2
− 2θk−1,N f (yk−1 ) − f⋆ −
∥∇f (yk−1 )∥2 − ∥zk − x⋆ ∥22
2L
2



1
2
2
2
+ 2 θk−1,N − θk,N + θk,N
∥∇f (yk )∥2
f (yk ) − f⋆ +
2L


2
2
+ 2 θk−1,N
− θk,N
+ θk,N ⟨∇f (yk ); yk−1 − L1 ∇f (yk−1 ) − yk ⟩.
We reach the desired inequality by selecting θk,N that satisfies θk,N ≥
θk−1,N and
2
2
θk−1,N
− θk,N
+ θk,N = 0,
thereby reaching the same potential as in Theorem 4.4.
To obtain the technical lemma that allows us to bound the final
f (yN ) − f⋆ , we follow the same steps with the following inequalities.
• Smoothness and convexity of f between yk−1 and yk with weight
2
λ1 = 2θN
−1,N :
0 ≥f (yN ) − f (yN −1 ) + ⟨∇f (yN ); yN −1 − yN ⟩
1
+
∥∇f (yN ) − ∇f (yN −1 )∥22 .
2L
• Smoothness and convexity of f between x⋆ and yk with weight
λ2 = θN,N :
1
0 ≥ f (yN ) − f (x⋆ ) + ⟨∇f (yN ); x⋆ − yN ⟩ +
∥∇f (yN )∥22 .
2L
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2
• Search procedure to obtain yN , with weight λ3 = θN,N
:

"

0 ≥ ⟨∇f (yN ); yN −

1−
+

!

1



θN,N
1

θN,N

yN −1 − L1 ∇f (yN −1 )



#

zN ⟩.

The weighted sum can then be reformulated as:
2
0 ≥θN,N
(f (yN ) − f⋆ ) +

−

2
2θN
−1,N

θN,N
L ∇f (yN )

− x⋆ ∥22

1
L
f (yN −1 ) − f⋆ −
∥∇f (yN −1 )∥22 − ∥zN − x⋆ ∥22
2L
2


1
2
2
− θN,N + θN,N
∥∇f (yN )∥2
f (yN ) − f⋆ +
2L

2
− θN,N
+ θN,N ⟨∇f (yN ); yN −1 − L1 ∇f (yN −1 ) − yN ⟩,





2
+ 2θN
−1,N



L
∥zN −
2

2
+ 2θN
−1,N



thus reaching the desired inequality, as in Lemma 4.5, by selecting θN,N
that satisfies θN,N ≥ θN −1,N and
2
2
2θN
−1,N − θN,N + θN,N .

Hence, the potential argument from Corollary 4.6 applies as such, and
we reach the desired conclusion. In other words, for all k ∈ {0, . . . , N },
one can define


2
ϕk ≜ 2θk−1,N
f (yk−1 ) − f⋆ −

L
1
∥∇f (yk−1 )∥22 + ∥zk − x⋆ ∥22
2L
2


and
2
ϕN +1 ≜ θN,N
(f (yN ) − f⋆ ) +

L
∥zN −
2

θN,N
L ∇f (yN )

− x⋆ ∥22

and reach the desired statement by chaining the inequalities:
2
θN,N
(f (yN ) − f⋆ ) ≤ ϕN +1 ≤ ϕN ≤ . . . ≤ ϕ0 =

L
∥y0 − x⋆ ∥22 .
2
■

Remark B.1. It is possible to further exploit the conjugate gradient
method to design practical accelerated methods in different settings,
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such as that of Nesterov [1]. This point of view has been exploited
in [104], [260]–[262], among others. The link between the CG method
and the OGM presented in this section is due to Drori and Taylor [203],
though with a different presentation that does not involve the potential
function.
B.3
B.3.1

Acceleration Without Monotone Backtracking
FISTA without Monotone Backtracking

In this section, we show how to incorporate backtracking strategies
that may not satisfy Lk+1 ≥ Lk , which is important in practice. The
developments are essentially the same; one possible trick is to incorporate
all the knowledge about Lk in Ak . That is, we use a rescaled shape for
the potential function:
ϕk ≜ Bk (f (xk ) − f⋆ ) +

1 + µBk
∥zk − x⋆ ∥22 ,
2

where without the backtracking strategy, Bk = ALk . This seemingly
cosmetic change allows ϕk to depend on Lk solely via Bk , and it applies
to both backtracking methods presented in Section 4 (Section 4.7).
The idea used to obtain both methods below is that one can perform
the same computations as in Algorithm 14, replacing Ak by Lk+1 Bk and
Ak+1 by Lk+1 Ak+1 at iteration k. Thus, as in previous versions, only
the current approximate Lipschitz constant Lk+1 is used at iteration k:
previous approximations were only used to compute Bk .
The proof follows the same lines as used for FISTA (Algorithm 4.20).
In this case, f is assumed to be smooth and convex over Rd (i.e., it has
full domain, dom f = Rd ), and we are therefore allowed to evaluate
gradients of f outside of the domain of h.
Theorem B.2. Let f ∈ Fµ,L (with full domain, dom f = Rd ), h be a
closed convex proper function, x⋆ ∈ argminx {F (x) ≜ f (x) + h(x)}, and
k ∈ N. For any xk , zk ∈ Rd and Bk ≥ 0, the iterates of Algorithm 31
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Algorithm 31 Strongly convex FISTA (general initialization of Lk+1 )
Input: An L-smooth (possibly µ-strongly) convex function f , a convex
function h with proximal operator available, an initial point x0 , and
an initial estimate L0 > µ.
1: Initialize z0 = x0 , B0 = 0, and some α > 1.
2: for k = 0, . . . do
3:
Pick Lk+1 ∈ [L0 , Lk ].
4:
loop
5:
set qk+1 = µ/Lk+1 , √
6:

Bk+1 =

7:

set τk =

4Lk+1 Bk +4µLk+1 Bk2 +1
2(Lk+1 −µ)
(Bk+1 −Bk )(1+µBk )
Bk+1 −Bk
and δk = Lk+1 1+µB
(B
+2µB B
−µB 2 )
k+1

2Lk+1 Bk +1+

k+1

k

k+1

k

yk = xk + τk (zk − xk )

1
9:
xk+1 = proxh/Lk+1 yk − Lk+1
∇f (yk )
10:
zk+1 = (1 − qk+1 δk )zk + qk+1 δk yk + δk (xk+1 − yk )
11:
if (4.21) holds then
12:
break {Iterates accepted; k will be incremented.}
13:
else
14:
Lk+1 = αLk+1 {Iterates not accepted; compute new Lk+1 .}
15:
end if
16:
end loop
17: end for
Output: Approximate solution xk+1 .
8:

that satisfy (4.21) also satisfy
1 + µBk+1
∥zk+1 − x⋆ ∥22
2
1 + µBk
≤ Bk (F (xk ) − F⋆ ) +
∥zk − x⋆ ∥22 ,
2
√
2L
B +1+ 4Lk+1 Bk +4µLk+1 Bk2 +1
.
= k+1 k
2(Lk+1 −µ)
Bk+1 (F (xk+1 ) − F⋆ ) +

with Bk+1

Proof. The proof consists of a weighted sum of the following inequalities.
• Strong convexity of f between x⋆ and yk with weight λ1 = Bk+1 −
Bk :
µ
f⋆ ≥ f (yk ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); x⋆ − yk ⟩ + ∥x⋆ − yk ∥22 .
2
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• Strong convexity of f between xk and yk with weight λ2 = Bk :
f (xk ) ≥ f (yk ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); xk − yk ⟩.
• Smoothness of f between yk and xk+1 (descent lemma) with
weight λ3 = Bk+1 :
f (yk ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); xk+1 − yk ⟩ +

Lk+1
∥xk+1 − yk ∥22 ≥ f (xk+1 ).
2

• Convexity of h between x⋆ and xk+1 with weight λ4 = Bk+1 − Bk :
h(x⋆ ) ≥ h(xk+1 ) + ⟨gh (xk+1 ); x⋆ − xk+1 ⟩,
with gh (xk+1 ) ∈ ∂h(xk+1 ) and xk+1 = yk −
(xk+1 )).

1
Lk+1 (∇f (yk )

• Convexity of h between xk and xk+1 with weight λ5 = Bk :
h(xk ) ≥ h(xk+1 ) + ⟨gh (xk+1 ); xk − xk+1 ⟩.
We obtain the following inequality:
µ
∥x⋆ − yk ∥22 ]
2
+ λ2 [f (yk ) − f (xk ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); xk − yk ⟩]

0 ≥λ1 [f (yk ) − f⋆ + ⟨∇f (yk ); x⋆ − yk ⟩ +

+ λ3 [f (xk+1 ) − (f (yk ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); xk+1 − yk ⟩
Lk+1
+
∥xk+1 − yk ∥22 )]
2
+ λ4 [h(xk+1 ) − h(x⋆ ) + ⟨gh (xk+1 ); x⋆ − xk+1 ⟩]
+ λ5 [h(xk+1 ) − h(xk ) + ⟨gh (xk+1 ); xk − xk+1 ⟩].
Substituting the yk , xk+1 , and zk+1 with
yk = xk + τk (zk − xk )
1
xk+1 = yk −
(∇f (yk ) + gh (xk+1 ))
Lk+1
zk+1 = (1 − qk+1 δk )zk + qk+1 δk yk + δk (xk+1 − yk ) ,

+ gh
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after some basic but tedious algebra, yields
1 + Bk+1 µ
∥zk+1 − x⋆ ∥22
2
1 + Bk µ
∥zk − x⋆ ∥22
≤Bk (f (xk ) + h(xk ) − f (x⋆ ) − h(x⋆ )) +
2
2
Lk+1 (Bk − Bk+1 )2 − Bk+1 − µBk+1
+
1 + µBk+1
1
×
∥∇f (yk ) + gh (xk+1 )∥22
2Lk+1
B 2 (Bk+1 − Bk )(1 + µBk )(1 + µBk+1 ) µ
− k
∥xk − zk ∥22 .
2
2
2
Bk+1 + 2µBk Bk+1 − µBk

Bk+1 (f (xk+1 ) + h(xk+1 ) − f (x⋆ ) − h(x⋆ )) +

Then, choosing Bk+1 such that Bk+1 ≥ Bk and
2
Lk+1 (Bk − Bk+1 )2 − Bk+1 − µBk+1
= 0,

yields the desired result:
1 + Bk+1 µ
∥zk+1 − x⋆ ∥22
2
1 + Bk µ
≤Bk (f (xk ) + h(xk ) − f (x⋆ ) − h(x⋆ )) +
∥zk − x⋆ ∥22 .
■
2

Bk+1 (f (xk+1 ) + h(xk+1 ) − f (x⋆ ) − h(x⋆ )) +

Finally, we obtain a complexity guarantee by adapting the potential
argument (4.5) and by noting that Bk+1 is a decreasing function of
Lk+1 (whose maximal value is αL, assuming L0 < L; otherwise, its
maximal value is L0 ). The growth rate of Bk in the smooth convex
setting remains unchanged (see (4.14)) since we have


Bk+1 ≥
and hence,

Bk+1 ≥ √ 1

p

2

Lk+1

1
2

+

p

Bk Lk+1

Lk+1
+

√

2

,

Bk . Therefore, Bk ≥



k
√
2 ℓ

2

with

ℓ = max{L0 , αL} and Lk+1 ≤ ℓ. As for the geometric rate, we similarly
obtain


q
µ
1 + Lk+1
Bk
q
Bk+1 ≥ Bk
=
,
µ
µ
1 − Lk+1
1−
Lk+1

and therefore, Bk+1 ≥ (1 −

q

µ −1
ℓ ) Bk .
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Corollary B.3. Let f ∈ Fµ,L (Rd ) (with full domain, dom f = Rd ), h be
a closed convex proper function and x⋆ ∈ argminx {F (x) ≜ f (x)+h(x)}.
For any N ∈ N, N ≥ 1, and x0 ∈ Rd , the output of Algorithm 31 satisfies
(

F (xN ) − F⋆ ≤ min

2
, 1−
N2


r N )

µ
ℓ

ℓ∥x0 − x⋆ ∥22 ,

with ℓ = max{αL, L0 }.
Proof. We assume that L > L0 since otherwise, f ∈ Fµ,L0 and the
proof directly follows from the case without backtracking. The chained
potential argument (4.5) can be used as before. Using B0 = 0, we reach
F (xN ) − F⋆ ≤

∥x0 − x⋆ ∥22
.
2BN

Our previous bounds on BN yields the desired result, using
B1 =

1
Lk+1 − µ

≥



2ℓ−1
ℓ−1
2ℓ−1
q  ≥
q 
q ,
µ = 
1− ℓ
1 − µℓ 1 + µℓ
1 − µℓ

and hence, BN ≥ ℓ−1 1 −
B.3.2

q −N
µ
ℓ

as well as Bk ≥



k
√

2 ℓ

2

.

■

Another Accelerated Method without Monotone
Backtracking

Just as for FISTA, we can perform the same cosmetic change to Algorithm 20 for incorporating a non-monotonic estimations of the Lipschitz
constant. The proof is therefore essentially that of Algorithm 20.
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Algorithm 32 A proximal accelerated gradient (general initialization
of Lk+1 )
Input: h ∈ F0,∞ with proximal operator available, f ∈ Fµ,L (dom h),
an initial point x0 ∈ dom h, and an initial estimate L0 > µ.
1: Initialize z0 = x0 , A0 = 0, and some α > 1.
2: for k = 0, . . . do
3:
Pick Lk+1 ∈ [L0 , Lk ].
4:
loop
5:
Set qk+1 = µ/Lk+1 ,√
4Lk+1 Bk +4µLk+1 Bk2 +1
2(Lk+1 −µ)
Lk+1 (Bk+1 −Bk )(1+µBk )
and δk
Lk+1 (Bk+1 +2µBk Bk+1 −µBk2 )

2Lk+1 Bk +1+

6:

Bk+1 =

7:

Set τk =

8:

yk = xk + τk (zk − xk)

9:

B

−B

k+1
k
= Lk+1 1+µB
k+1

k
zk+1 = proxδk h/Lk+1 (1−qk+1 δk )zk +qk+1 δk yk − Lδk+1
∇ f (yk )



k
k
xk+1 = AAk+1
xk + (1 − AAk+1
)zk+1
11:
if (4.21) holds then
12:
break {Iterates accepted; k will be incremented.}
13:
else
14:
Lk+1 = αLk+1 {Iterates not accepted; compute new Lk+1 .}
15:
end if
16:
end loop
17: end for
Output: An approximate solution xk+1 .

10:
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Theorem B.4. Let h ∈ F0,∞ , f ∈ Fµ,L (dom h), x⋆ ∈ argminx {F (x) ≜
f (x) + h(x)}, and k ∈ N. For any xk , zk ∈ Rd and Bk ≥ 0, the iterates
of Algorithm 32 that satisfy (4.21) also satisfy
1 + µBk+1
∥zk+1 − x⋆ ∥22
2
1 + µBk
≤ Bk (F (xk ) − F⋆ ) +
∥zk − x⋆ ∥22 ,
2
√
2L
B +1+ 4Lk+1 Bk +4µLk+1 Bk2 +1
= k+1 k
.
2(Lk+1 −µ)
Bk+1 (F (xk+1 ) − F⋆ ) +

with Bk+1

Proof. First, {zk }k is in dom h by construction—it is the output of a
k
proximal/projection step. Furthermore, we have 0 ≤ BBk+1
≤ 1 given that
Bk+1 ≥ Bk ≥ 0. A direct consequence is that since z0 = x0 ∈ dom h,
all subsequent {yk }k and {xk }k are also in dom h (as they are obtained
from convex combinations of feasible points).
The rest of the proof consists of a weighted sum of the following
inequalities (which are valid due to the feasibility of the iterates).
• Strong convexity of f between x⋆ and yk with weight λ1 = Bk+1 −
Bk :
µ
f (x⋆ ) ≥ f (yk ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); x⋆ − yk ⟩ + ∥x⋆ − yk ∥22 .
2
• Convexity of f between xk and yk with weight λ2 = Bk :
f (xk ) ≥ f (yk ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); xk − yk ⟩.
• Smoothness of f between yk and xk+1 (descent lemma) with
weight λ3 = Bk+1 :
f (yk ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); xk+1 − yk ⟩ +

Lk+1
∥xk+1 − yk ∥22 ≥ f (xk+1 ).
2

• Convexity of h between x⋆ and zk+1 with weight λ4 = Bk+1 − Bk :
h(x⋆ ) ≥ h(zk+1 ) + ⟨gh (zk+1 ); x⋆ − zk+1 ⟩,
with gh (zk+1 ) ∈ ∂h(zk+1 ) and zk+1 = (1 − qδk )zk + qδk yk −
δk
Lk+1 (∇f (yk ) + gh (zk+1 )).
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• Convexity of h between xk and xk+1 with weight λ5 = Bk :
h(xk ) ≥ h(xk+1 ) + ⟨gh (xk+1 ); xk − xk+1 ⟩,
with gh (xk+1 ) ∈ ∂h(xk+1 ).
• Convexity of h between zk+1 and xk+1 with weight λ6 = Bk+1 −
Bk :
h(zk+1 ) ≥ h(xk+1 ) + ⟨gh (xk+1 ); zk+1 − xk+1 ⟩.
We obtain the following inequality:
µ
∥x⋆ − yk ∥22 ]
2
+ λ2 [f (yk ) − f (xk ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); xk − yk ⟩]

0 ≥λ1 [f (yk ) − f⋆ + ⟨∇f (yk ); x⋆ − yk ⟩ +

+ λ3 [f (xk+1 ) − (f (yk ) + ⟨∇f (yk ); xk+1 − yk ⟩
Lk+1
+
∥xk+1 − yk ∥22 )]
2
+ λ4 [h(zk+1 ) − h(x⋆ ) + ⟨gh (zk+1 ); x⋆ − zk+1 ⟩]
+ λ5 [h(xk+1 ) − h(xk ) + ⟨gh (xk+1 ); xk − xk+1 ⟩]
+ λ6 [h(xk+1 ) − h(zk+1 ) + ⟨gh (xk+1 ); zk+1 − xk+1 ⟩].
Substituting the yk , zk+1 , and xk+1 by
yk = xk + τk (zk − xk )
zk+1 = (1 − qk+1 δk )zk + qk+1 δk yk −

δk
(∇f (yk ) + gh (zk+1 ))
Lk+1

Bk
Bk
xk+1 =
xk + 1 −
zk+1 ,
Bk+1
Bk+1
and algebra allows us to obtain the following reformulation:
1 + µBk+1
Bk+1 (f (xk+1 ) + h(xk+1 ) − f (x⋆ ) − h(x⋆ )) +
∥zk+1 − x⋆ ∥22
2
1 + µBk
≤Bk (f (xk ) + h(xk ) − f (x⋆ ) − h(x⋆ )) +
∥zk − x⋆ ∥22
2


2
(Bk − Bk+1 )2 Lk+1 (Bk − Bk+1 )2 − Bk+1 − µBk+1
+
Bk+1 (1 + µBk+1 )2
1
× ∥∇f (yk ) + gh (zk+1 )∥22
2
Bk2 (Bk+1 − Bk )(1 + µBk )(1 + µBk+1 ) µ
−
∥xk − zk ∥22 .
2
2
Bk+1 + 2µBk Bk+1 − µBk2
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The desired inequality follows from selecting Bk+1 such that Bk+1 ≥ Bk
and
2
Lk+1 (Bk − Bk+1 )2 − Bk+1 − µBk+1
= 0,
thereby yielding
1 + µBk+1
∥zk+1 − x⋆ ∥22
2
1 + Bk µ
∥zk − x⋆ ∥22 .
≤Bk (f (xk ) + h(xk ) − f (x⋆ ) − h(x⋆ )) +
2

Bk+1 (f (xk+1 ) + h(xk+1 ) − f (x⋆ ) − h(x⋆ )) +

■
The final corollary follows from the same arguments as those used
for Corollary B.3. It provides the final bound for Algorithm 32.
Corollary B.5. Let h ∈ F0,∞ , f ∈ Fµ,L (dom h), and x⋆ ∈ argminx {F (x)
≜ f (x) + h(x)}. For any N ∈ N, N ≥ 1, and x0 ∈ Rd , the output of
Algorithm 32 satisfies
(

F (xN ) − F⋆ ≤ min

2
, 1−
N2


r −N )

µ
ℓ

ℓ∥x0 − x⋆ ∥22 ,

with ℓ = max{αL, L0 }.
Proof. The proof follows the same arguments as those for Corollary B.3,
using the potential from Theorem B.4 and the fact that the output of
the algorithm satisfies (4.21).
■
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On Worst-case Analyses for First-order Methods

C.1

Principled Approaches to Worst-case Analyses

In this section, we show that obtaining convergence rates and proofs can
be framed as finding feasible points to certain convex problems. More
precisely, all convergence guarantees from Section 4 and Section 5 can
be obtained as feasible points to certain linear matrix inequalities (LMI).
As we see in what follows, this approach can be seen as a principled
approach to worst-case analysis of first-order methods: the approach
fails only when no such guarantees can be found. The purpose of this
section is to provide complete examples of the LMIs for a few cases of
interest: analyses of gradient and accelerated gradient methods, as well
as pointers to the relevant literature. We provide a full derivation for the
base case, and leave advanced ones as exercises for the reader. Notebooks
for obtaining the corresponding LMIs are provided in Section C.5.
The elements of this section are largely inspired by the presentation
of Taylor and Bach (2019) with elements borrowed from the presentation
of Taylor, Hendrickx and Glineur (2017), which is itself largely inspired
by that of Drori and Teboulle (2014). The arguments are also similar to
the line of work by Lessard, Recht and Packard (2016) and follow-up
works, see, e.g., [211], [213]. The latter line of works is similar in spirit to
the former, but framed in control-theoretic terms, via so-called integral
203
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quadratic constraints, popularized by Megretski and Rantzer [263].
These techniques are analogous and mostly differs in their presentation styles. Roughly speaking, they can be seen as dual to each others.
That is, whereas the performance estimation viewpoint stems from the
problem of computing worst-case scenarios and approaches worst-case
guarantees as feasible point to the corresponding dual problems, the
integral quadratic constraint approach directly starts from the problem
of performing linear combination of inequalities, which is exactly the
dual problem to that of computing worst-case scenarios. Depending on
the background of the researchers involved in a work on one of those
topics, things might therefore be named in different ways. We insist
on the fact that those are really two facets of the same coin with only
subtle differences in terms of presentations.
We choose to take the performance estimation viewpoint as using
the definition of a “worst-case” allows to carefully select the most
appropriate set of inequalities to be used. Informally, this advantageous
construction allows certifying the approach to provide meaningful worstcase guarantees: either the approach provides a satisfying worst-case
guarantee, or there exists a non-satisfying counterexample, invalidating
the existence of any satisfying guarantee of the desired form.
Further discussions and a more thorough list of references are provided in Section C.5. Readability in mind, the presentation focuses on
some examples of interest rather than on a general framework. We refer
to [3], [201], [210] for more details.
C.2

Worst-case Analysis as Optimization/Feasibility Problems

In this section, we provide examples illustrating the type of problems
that can be used for obtaining worst-case guarantees. The base idea
underlying the technique is that worst-case scenarios are by definition
solutions to certain optimization problems. In the context of first-order
convex optimization methods, those worst-case scenarios correspond
to solutions to linear semidefinite programs (SDP), which are convex;
see, e.g., [264]. It nicely follows from this theory that any worst-case
guarantee (i.e., any upper bound on a worst-case performance) can be
formulated as a feasible point to the dual problem to that of finding
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worst-case scenarios. Equivalently, those dual solutions correspond to
appropriate weighted sums of inequalities, whose weights correspond to
the values of the dual variables. Proofs from Section 4 and Section 5
correspond to such dual certificates.
Those statements are made more precise in the next sections. We
begin by providing a few examples of LMIs that can be used for designing
worst-case guarantees.
Preview: worst-case guarantees via LMIs. Perhaps the most basic
LMI that can be presented for obtaining worst-case guarantees concerns
gradient descent and its convergence in terms of distance to an optimal
point. We present it for simplicity, as the corresponding LMI only
involves very few variables. This LMI has also relatively simple solutions.
As our target here is to present the approach, we let finding their
solutions as exercises. We present the LMIs in their most raw forms,
even without a few direct simplifications.
Note that those LMIs always involve n(n − 1) “dual” variables (the
precise meaning of dual becomes clear in the sequel), where n is the
number of points at which the type of guarantee under consideration
requires using or specifying a function or gradient evaluation (either
in the algorithm or for computing the value of the guarantee). In the
following example, we need two dual variables because the guarantee
only requires using two gradients of f , namely ∇f (xk ) (for expressing
a gradient step xk+1 = xk − γk ∇f (xk )) and ∇f (x⋆ ) (for expressing
optimality of x⋆ as ∇f (x⋆ ) = 0).
Theorem C.1. Let τ ≥ 0 and γk ∈ R. The inequality
∥xk+1 − x⋆ ∥22 ≤ τ ∥xk − x⋆ ∥22

(C.1)

holds for all d ∈ N, all f ∈ Fµ,L (Rd ), all xk , xk+1 , x⋆ ∈ Rd (such that
xk+1 = xk − γk ∇f (xk ) and ∇f (x⋆ ) = 0), if and only if

∃λ1 , λ2 ≥ 0 :


λ =λ


 1  2

1 +λ2 )
τ − 1 + µL(λ
2(L−µ)


0⪯

1 +µλ2

γk − Lλ
2(L−µ)



1 +µλ2
γk − Lλ
2(L−µ) 
λ1 +λ2 .
−γk2 + 2(L−µ)

(C.2)
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We emphasize that the message underlying Theorem C.1 is that
verifying a worst-case convergence guarantee of the form (C.1) boils
down to verifying the feasibility of a certain convex problem. It is
relatively straightforward to convert a feasible point of (C.2) to a proof
that only consists of a weighted linear combination of inequalities, see,
e.g., [265, Theorem 3.1]. The corresponding weights are the values of
the multipliers (that is, in Theorem C.1, the weights are λ1 and λ2 ) as
showcased in Section 4 and Section 5.
As we see in Section C.3, changing the Lyapunov, or potential,
function to be verified also changes the LMI to be solved. The desired
LMI can be obtained following a principled approach presented in the
sequel. In particular, the following result is slightly more complicated
and corresponds to verifying the potential provided by Theorem 4.2.
One should note that those LMIs can be solved numerically, providing nice guides for choosing appropriate analytical weights. Symbolic
computations and computer algebra software might also help.
The following LMI relies on 6 dual variables λ1 , . . . , λ6 as it involves
gradients and/or function values of f (·) at three points: xk , xk+1 , and
x⋆ , thereby fixing n = 3 and hence n(n − 1) = 6 dual variables.
Theorem C.2. Let Ak+1 , Ak ≥ 0 and γk ∈ R. The inequality
Ak+1 (f (xk+1 ) − f⋆ ) + L2 ∥xk+1 − x⋆ ∥22 ≤ Ak (f (xk ) − f⋆ ) + L2 ∥xk − x⋆ ∥22
holds for all d ∈ N, all f ∈ FL (Rd ), all xk , xk+1 , x⋆ ∈ Rd (such that
xk+1 = xk − γk ∇f (xk ) and ∇f (x⋆ ) = 0) if and only if
∃λ1 ,λ2 , . . . , λ6 ≥ 0 :


0 = Ak + λ1 + λ2 − λ4 − λ6





0 = −Ak+1 − λ2 + λ3 + λ4 − λ5




0

1



0⪯

 2 (γk L − λ1 )




− λ3
2

⋆

λ1 +λ2 +λ4 +λ6 −γk2 L2 −2γk Lλ2
2L


λ2 +λ4
1
γ
(λ
+
λ
)
−
3
4
k
2
L

⋆



⋆


,


λ2 +λ3 +λ4 +λ5
2L

(where ⋆’s denote symmetric elements in the matrix).
Remark C.1. The LMIs of this section are put in their “raw” forms, for
simplicity of the presentation (which does not focus on solving those
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LMIs analytically. Of course, a few simplifications are relatively direct:
for instance, any feasible point will have λ1 = γk L and λ3 = 0, as the
corresponding matrix could not be positive semidefinite otherwise.
As we discuss in the sequel (see Remark C.4), it is also relatively
straightforward to obtain weaker versions of those LMIs which are then
only sufficient for obtaining valid worst-case guarantees. Those simplified
LMIs might be simpler to solve analytically, and might therefore be
advantageous in certain contexts. Brief discussions and pointers for this
topic are provided in Remark C.4 and Section C.5.
A strongly convex version of Theorem C.2 is provided in Theorem C.5. It is slightly more algrebaic in its vanilla form, but allows
recovering the results of Theorem 4.10 as a feasible point. Analyses of
accelerated methods can be obtained in a similar way, as illustrated
by the following LMI. The latter uses on 12 dual variables λ1 , . . . , λ12 ,
as it relies on evaluating gradients and/or function values of f (·) at
four points: yk , xk , xk+1 , and x⋆ , so n = 4 and hence n(n − 1) = 12.
Although this LMI might appear as a bit of a brutal approach to worstcase analysis, one might observe that many of elements of the LMI can
be set to zero due to the structure of the problem.
Theorem C.3. Let Ak+1 , Ak ≥ 0 and αk , γk , τk ∈ R, and consider the
iteration
yk = xk + τk (zk − xk )
xk+1 = yk − αk ∇f (yk )

(C.3)

zk+1 = zk − γk ∇f (yk ).
The inequality
Ak+1 (f (xk+1 ) − f⋆ ) + L2 ∥zk+1 − x⋆ ∥22 ≤ Ak (f (xk ) − f⋆ ) + L2 ∥zk − x⋆ ∥22
holds for all d ∈ N, all f ∈ FL (Rd ), and all xk , xk+1 , zk , zk+1 , x⋆ ∈ Rd
(such that xk+1 , zk+1 are generated by (C.3) and ∇f (x⋆ ) = 0) if and
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only if
∃λ1 ,λ2 , . . . , λ12 ≥ 0 :


0 = Ak + λ1 + λ2 − λ4 − λ6 − λ8 + λ11




0 = −Ak+1 − λ2 + λ3 + λ4 − λ5 − λ9 + λ12





0
=
λ7 + λ8 + λ9 − λ10 − λ11 − λ

12




0



 0






0⪯

S1,3





S1,4




S1,5

0
0
S2,3
S2,4
S2,5

S1,3
S2,3
S3,3
S3,4
S3,5

S1,4
S2,4
S3,4
S4,4
S4,5

S1,5

S2,5 

S3,5 
,
S4,5 

S5,5

with
S1,3 = 21 (λ7 (τk − 1) + λ8 τk ),
S1,4 = − 21 (λ1 + τk (λ2 + λ11 )), S1,5 = 12 (λ3 (τk − 1) + λ4 τk ),
S2,3 = 12 (γk L − τk (λ7 + λ8 )),
S2,4 = 21 τk (λ2 + λ11 ), S2,5 = − 12 τk (λ3 + λ4 ),
λ7 + λ8 + λ9 + λ10 + λ11 + λ12 − γk2 L2 − 2αk Lλ9
,
2L


αk Lλ2 + λ8 + λ11
λ9 + λ12
1
=−
, S3,5 = 2 αk (λ3 + λ4 + λ12 ) −
,
2L
L
λ1 + λ2 + λ4 + λ6 + λ8 + λ11
λ2 + λ4
=
, S4,5 = −
,
2L
2L
λ2 + λ3 + λ4 + λ5 + λ9 + λ12
.
=
2L

S3,3 =
S3,4
S4,4
S5,5
C.3

Analysis of Gradient Descent via Linear Matrix Inequalities

In this section, we detail the approach to obtain LMIs such as those of
Theorem C.1, Theorem C.2 and Theorem C.3. We provide full details for
gradient descent. The same technique is presented in a more expeditious
way for its accelerated versions afterwards.
C.3.1

Linear Convergence of Gradient Descent

We consider gradient descent for minimizing smooth strongly convex
functions. For exposition purposes, we investigate a type of one-iteration
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worst-case convergence guarantee in terms of the distance to the optimum (see Theorem C.1) for gradient descent, of the form:
∥xk+1 − x⋆ ∥22 ≤ τ ∥xk − x⋆ ∥22

(C.4)

which are valid for all d ∈ N, xk , xk+1 , x⋆ ∈ Rd and all f ∈ Fµ,L (Rd )
(L-smooth µ-strongly convex function) when xk+1 = xk − γk ∇f (xk )
(gradient descent) and ∇f (x⋆ ) = 0 (x⋆ is optimal for f ). In this context,
we denote by τ⋆ (we omit the dependence on γk , µ, and L for convenience)
the smallest value τ for which (C.4) is valid. By definition, this value
can be formulated as the solution to an optimization problem looking
for worst-case scenarios:
τ⋆ ≜

max

d,f
xk ,xk+1 ,x⋆

∥xk+1 − x⋆ ∥22
∥xk − x⋆ ∥22

s.t. d ∈ N, f ∈ Fµ,L (Rd )
xk , xk+1 , x⋆ ∈ Rd

(C.5)

xk+1 = xk − γk ∇f (xk )
∇f (x⋆ ) = 0.
As it is, this problem does not look quite practical. However, it actually
admits an equivalent formulation as a linear semidefinite program. As
a first step for reaching this formulation, the previous problem can be
formulated in an equivalent sampled manner. That is, we sample f at
the points where the first-order information is explicitly used:
τ⋆ =

max

d
fk ,f⋆
gk ,,g⋆
xk ,xk+1 ,x⋆

∥xk+1 − x⋆ ∥22
∥xk − x⋆ ∥22

s.t. d ∈ N, fk , f⋆ ∈ R
xk , xk+1 , x⋆ , gk , g⋆ ∈ Rd
(

∃f ∈ Fµ,L :

fk = f (xk ) and gk = ∇f (xk )
f⋆ = f (x⋆ ) and g⋆ = ∇f (x⋆ )

g⋆ = 0
xk+1 = xk − γk gk ,
and f is now represented in terms of its samples at x⋆ and xk .

(C.6)
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A second stage in this reformulation consists of replacing the existence of a certain f ∈ Fµ,L interpolating (or extending) the samples by
an equivalent explicit condition provided by the following theorem.
Theorem C.4 (Fµ,L -interpolation, Theorem 4 in [210]). Let L > µ ≥ 0,
I be an index set and S = {(xi , gi , fi )}i∈I ⊆ Rd × Rd × R be a set of
triplets. There exists f ∈ Fµ,L satisfying f (xi ) = fi and gi ∈ ∂f (xi ) for
all i ∈ I if and only if
1
fi ≥ fj + ⟨gj ; xi − xj ⟩ +
∥gi − gj ∥22
2L
µ
+
∥xi − xj − L1 (gi − gj )∥22
2(1 − µ/L)

(C.7)

holds for all i, j ∈ I.
Theorem C.4 conveniently allows replacing the existence constraint
by a set of quadratic inequalities, reaching:
τ⋆ = max

d
fk ,f⋆
gk ,xk ,x⋆

∥xk − γk gk − x⋆ ∥22
∥xk − x⋆ ∥22

s.t. d ∈ N, fk , f⋆ ∈ R
xk , x⋆ , gk ∈ Rd
1
∥gk ∥22
2L
1
µ
∥xk − gk − x⋆ ∥22
+
2(1 − µ/L)
L
1
fk ≥ f⋆ +
∥gk ∥22
2L
µ
1
+
∥xk − gk − x⋆ ∥22 ,
2(1 − µ/L)
L
f⋆ ≥ fk + ⟨gk ; x⋆ − xk ⟩ +

(C.8)

where we also substituted xk+1 and g⋆ by their respective expressions.
Finally, we arrive to a first (convex) semidefinite reformulation of the
problem via new variables: G ⪰ 0 and F defined as
"

#

∥xk − x⋆ ∥22 ⟨gk , xk − x⋆ ⟩
G≜
,
⟨gk , xk − x⋆ ⟩
∥gk ∥22

F ≜ fk − f⋆ .
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The problem turns out to be linear in G and F :
τ⋆ = max
G,F

G1,1 + γk2 G2,2 − 2γk G1,2
G1,1

s.t. F ∈ R, G ∈ S2
(C.9)

G⪰0
F+
−F

Lµ
1
L
2(L−µ) G1,1 + 2(L−µ) G2,2 − L−µ G1,2 ≤ 0
µ
Lµ
1
G1,1 + 2(L−µ)
G2,2 − L−µ
+ 2(L−µ)
G1,2 ≤

0.

Finally, a simple homogeneity argument (for any feasible (G, F ) to (C.9),
the pair (G̃, F̃ ) ≜ (G/G1,1 , F/G1,1 ) is also feasible with the same objective value, with G̃1,1 = 1 so we can assume without loss of generality
that G1,1 = 1 without changing the optimal value of the problem—note
that it is relatively straightforward to establish that the optimal solution
satisfies G1,1 ̸= 0) allows arriving to the equivalent:
τ⋆ = max G1,1 + γk2 G2,2 − 2γk G1,2
G,F

s.t. F ∈ R, G ∈ S2
G⪰0
F+
−F

Lµ
1
L
2(L−µ) G1,1 + 2(L−µ) G2,2 − L−µ G1,2 ≤ 0
Lµ
µ
1
G1,2 ≤
+ 2(L−µ)
G1,1 + 2(L−µ)
G2,2 − L−µ

(C.10)
0

G1,1 = 1.
For arriving to the desired LMI, it remains to dualize the problem. That
is, we perform the following primal-dual associations:
F+
−F

Lµ
1
L
2(L−µ) G1,1 + 2(L−µ) G2,2 − L−µ G1,2 ≤ 0
Lµ
µ
1
+ 2(L−µ)
G1,1 + 2(L−µ)
G2,2 − L−µ
G1,2 ≤

G1,1 = 1

: λ1 ,
0

: λ2 ,
: τ.

Standard Lagrangian duality allows arriving to
τ⋆ =

min τ

λ1 ,λ2 ,τ ≥0

s.t. λ1 = λ2


1 +λ2 )
τ − 1 + µL(λ
2(L−µ)
0⪯
1 L+λ2 µ
γk − λ2(L−µ)



1 L+λ2 µ
γk − λ2(L−µ)

λ1 +λ2 ,
−γk2 + 2(L−µ)

(C.11)
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where we used the fact there is no duality gap, as one can show the
existence of a Slater point [13]. One such Slater point can be obtained
by applying gradient descent on the function f (x) = 12 x⊤ diag(L, µ)x
(i.e., d = 2) with xk = (1, 1). A formal statement is provided in [210,
Theorem 6].
Theorem C.1 is now a direct consequence of the dual reformulation (C.11), as provided by the following proof.
Proof of Theorem C.1. (Sufficiency, ⇐) If there exists a feasible point
(τ, λ1 , λ2 ) for (C.2), weak duality implies that it is an upper bound on
τ⋆ by construction.
(Necessity, ⇒) For any τ such that there exists no λ1 , λ2 ≥ 0 for
which (τ, λ1 , λ2 ) is feasible for (C.2), it follows that τ ≤ τ⋆ , and strong
duality implies that there exists a problem instance (f ∈ Fµ,L , d ∈ N,
and xk ∈ Rd ) on which ∥xk+1 − x⋆ ∥22 = τ⋆ ∥xk − x⋆ ∥22 ≥ τ ∥xk − x⋆ ∥22 . ■
Remark C.2. Following similar lines as those of this section, one can
verify other types of inequalities, beyond (C.1), simply by changing
the objective in (C.5). This allows obtaining the statement from Theorem C.2 and Theorem C.3.
Remark C.3. Finding analytical solutions to such LMIs (parametrized
by the algorithm and problem parameters) might be challenging. For
gradient descent, the solution is provided in e.g., [98, Section 4.4]
and [265, Theorem 3.1]. For more complicated cases, one can rely on
numerical inspiration for finding analytical solutions (or upper bounds
on it).
Remark C.4. It is possible to obtain “weaker” LMIs based on other sets
of inequalities (which are necessary but not sufficient for interpolation).
Those LMIs are then only sufficient for finding worst-case guarantees.
Those alternate LMIs might enjoy simpler analytical solutions, but this
comes at the cost of loosing a priori tightness guarantees. This is in
general not a problem if the worst-case guarantee is satisfying, but
the subtle consequence is that those LMIs might then fail to provide a
satisfying guarantee even when there exists one.
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Potential Function for Gradient Descent

For formulating the LMI for verifying potential functions as those of
Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.10, one essentially has to follow the same
steps as in the previous section. The strongly convex version is a bit
heavy and is provided below. In short, verifying that
ϕk ≜ Ak (f (xk ) − f⋆ ) +

L+µAk
∥xk
2

− x⋆ ∥22

is a potential function, that is, ϕk+1 ≤ ϕk (for all f ∈ Fµ,L , d ∈ N, and
xk ∈ Rd ), amount to verify that
0 ≥ max {ϕk+1 − ϕk : d ∈ N, f ∈ Fµ,L , xk , xk+1 , x⋆ ∈ Rd ,
xk+1 = xk − γk ∇f (xk ), and ∇f (x⋆ ) = 0} ,
where the maximum is taken over d, f , xk , xk+1 and x⋆ . This problem
can be reformulated as in Section C.3 using the same technique with
more samples. More precisely, this formulation requires sampling the
function f at three points (instead of two): x⋆ , xk , and xk+1 , and hence
6 dual variables are required (because 6 inequalities of the form (C.7)
are used for describing the sampled version of the function f ). The
formal statement is provided by the following theorem, without a proof.
Theorem C.5. Let Ak+1 , Ak ≥ 0 and γk ∈ R. The inequality
Ak+1 (f (xk+1 ) − f⋆ ) +

L+µAk+1
∥xk+1
2

− x⋆ ∥22

≤ Ak (f (xk ) − f⋆ ) +

L+µAk
∥xk
2

− x⋆ ∥22

holds for all d ∈ N, all f ∈ Fµ,L (Rd ), all xk , xk+1 , x⋆ ∈ Rd (such that
xk+1 = xk − γk ∇f (xk ) and ∇f (x⋆ ) = 0) if and only if

∃λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λ6 ≥ 0 :



0 = Ak + λ1 + λ2 − λ4 − λ6





−Ak+1 − λ2 + λ3+ λ4 − λ5
 0=

S

1,1




0
⪯
S


1,2




S1,3

S1,2 S1,3

S2,2 S2,3  ,
S2,3 S3,3
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with


S1,1 = 12 µ Ak − Ak+1 +

L(λ1 +λ3 +λ5 +λ6 )
L−µ



S1,3 =

γk (µAk+1 (µ−L)+L(µ(λ3 +λ5 +1)−L))+λ6 µ+λ1 L
2(L−µ)
λ5 µ+λ3 L
− 2(L−µ)

S2,2 =

γk2 (µAk+1 (µ−L)+L(µ(λ2 +λ3 +λ4 +λ5 +1)−L))−2γk (λ4 µ+λ2 L)+λ1 +λ2 +λ4 +λ6
2(L−µ)

S1,2 = −

S2,3 =
S3,3 =

γk (µ(λ2 +λ5 )+L(λ3 +λ4 ))−λ2 −λ4
2(L−µ)
λ2 +λ3 +λ4 +λ5
.
2(L−µ)

Note again that a notebook is provided in Section C.5 for obtaining
and verifying this LMI formulation via symbolic computations.
C.4

Accelerated Gradient Descent via Linear Matrix Inequalities

We provide the main ideas for formulating the LMI for verifying potential
functions as those of Theorem 4.10 and Theorem 4.12. In short, verifying
that
k
ϕk ≜ Ak (f (xk ) − f⋆ ) + L+µA
∥zk − x⋆ ∥22
2
is a potential function, that is, ϕk+1 ≤ ϕk (for all f ∈ Fµ,L , d ∈ N, and
xk , zk , x⋆ ∈ Rd , ∇f (x⋆ ) = 0), amounts to verify that
0 ≥ max {ϕk+1 − ϕk : d ∈ N, f ∈ Fµ,L , zk , xk , x⋆ ∈ Rd , ∇f (x⋆ ) = 0,
o

and yk , xk+1 , zk+1 ∈ Rd generated by (4.17) ,
where the maximum is taken over d, f , the iterates, as well as x⋆ . This
problem can be cast as a SDP using the same ideas as in Section C.3
with more samples, again. More precisely, this formulation requires
sampling the function f at four points: x⋆ , xk , xk+1 , and yk . The case
µ = 0 is covered by Theorem C.3.
C.5

Notes and References

General frameworks. The whole idea of using semidefinite programming for analyzing first-order methods dates back to [3] (more details
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and examples in [83], [209]). The principled approach to worst-case analysis using performance estimation problems with interpolation/extension
arguments was proposed in in [210], and generalized to more problem
setups in [201]. The integral quadratic approach to first-order methods was proposed in [98], specifically for studying linearly converging
methods (focus on strong convexity and related notions). Those two
related methodologies were then further extended and linked in different setup [84], [161], [175], [206], [211], [213], [266]–[269]. Among
those developments, some works performed analyses via “weaker” LMIs,
based on other sets of inequalities which are necessary but not sufficient
for interpolation; see, e.g., [270]. The advantage of this approach is
that it is often simpler to obtain analytical solutions to some of those
LMIs, at the cost of loosing tightness guarantees (which might not be a
problem when the guarantee is satisfying). This is in general the case
for IQC-based works. In those cases, non-tightness is usually coupled
with the search for a Lyapunov function. In general, it is possible to
simultaneously look for a tight guarantee and a Lyapunov/potential
function, see e.g., [84], [267]. A simplified approach to performance
estimation problems was implemented in the performance estimation
toolbox [214, PESTO].
Designing methods using semidefinite programming. The optimized
gradient method (OGM) was apparently the first method obtained
by optimizing its worst-case using SDPs/LMIs. It was obtained as a
solution to a convex optimization problem by Drori and Teboulle [3],
which was later solved analytically by Kim and Fessler [4]. The same
method was obtained through an analogy with the conjugate gradient
method [203], which might serve as a strategy for designing method in
various setups. Optimized methods can be developed for other criteria
and setups as well. As an example, optimized methods for gradient
norms ∥∇f (xN )∥22 are studied in Kim and Fessler [166], [202], in the
smooth convex setting. See also Section 4.6.1 and Section 4.6.2; in
particular, the Triple Momentum Method (TMM) [95] was designed
as a time-independent optimized gradient method, through Lyapunov
arguments (and IQCs). See also [88], [100], [101], [271] for different ways
of recovering the TMM. Optimized methods were also developed in other
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setups, such as fixed-point iteration [206] and monotone inclusions [207]
(which turned out to be a particular case of [206]).
Specific methods. The SDP/LMI approaches were taken further for
studying first-order methods in a few different contexts. It was originally
used for studying gradient-type methods (see, e.g., [3], [83], [98], [210])
and accelerated/fast gradient-type methods (see, e.g., [3], [83], [95],
[98], [99], [175], [201], [210], [213], [272]) for convex minimization. It
was used later for analyzing, among others, nonsmooth setups [203],
[209], stochastic [84], [266], [268], [273], coordinate-descent [84], [274],
nonconvex setups [275], [276], proximal methods [166], [200], [201],
[208], splitting methods [265], [277], [278], monotone inclusions and
variational inequalities [278]–[281], fixed-point iterations [206], and
distributed/decentralized optimization [282], [283].
Obtaining and solving the LMIs. For solving the LMIs, standard numerical semidefinite optimization packages can be used, see, e.g., [Yalmip,
Article:Sedumi, Article:Mosek, toh2012implementation]. For obtaining and verifying analytical solutions, symbolic computing might
also be a great asset. For the purpose of reproducibility, we provide notebooks for obtaining the LMI formulations of this section symbolically,
and for solving them numerically, at https://github.com/AdrienTaylor/
AccelerationMonograph.
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